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1. INTRODUCTION 
If A is a sequence space having {e,}z= , as a symmetric basis the canoni- 
cal shift operator S is defined on 1 by S(c,,, c, , c2, . ..) = (0, co, c, , c2, . ..). In 
particular, S shifts the basis {en}:=, in the sense that Se,, = e,, , for all 
n 2 1. Motivated by this observation, in an earlier paper [6] we studied the 
problem of determining the basis vectors of S (i.e., those vectors x,, in i. for 
which {Yx,),“,, is a Schauder basis for L). Not surprisingly (in view of 
the standard technique of identifying the shift operator S on I* with the 
operator of multiplication by z on Hz) this turns out to involve a con- 
sideration of the behavior of certain analytic functions on the unit disc. In 
general this sort of analysis is very difficult, but in the case A = I’ one rather 
easily obtains the following result [63: 
THEOREM. Let x,,= (1, a,, a,, . ..) b e a vector I’. Then the following are 
equivalent : 
(i ) x,, is a basis vector for S (i.e., { S”xO j :x ,, is some basis for 1’ ). 
(ii) { S”x,},“= ,, is a basis for 1’ which is equivalent to the unit vector 
basis {e,,}T= 1. 
(iii) The sequence (S”x, } ,“= O is complete in I ‘. 
(iv) The function f(z) = 1 + a, z + a2z2 + . . . has no zero in rhe disc 
D= (zl IzJ < l}. 
We extend this result here to an analogous, but more general, study of 
certain operators on I’ which arise naturally as one-dimensional perturba- 
tions of S and which are themselves shift operators in the sense of [Z]. The 
introduction of certain analytic functions on the disc (as in (iv) of the pre- 
viously quoted theorem for the case of the shift S) provides a convenient 
device not only for characterizing basis vectors and their properties in this 
more general context but also for answering quations about these 
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operators which do not arise, or are trivial, in the special case of the 
operator S itself (e.g., questions concerning the basis behavior of a 
sequence of the form {Ye, } },Z= O). In this sense the current paper 
represents a continuation of the work begun in [C-8] toward studying shift 
operators on 1’ from the standpoint of function theory. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
As mentioned above, we will study here operators on I’ which are 
generalizations of the shift operator S. These operators arise in a natural 
wat from the following consideration. 
According to [2] (see [9] as well) a shift operator on a Banach space 
is a one-to-one operator whose range is a closed subspace of codimension 
one for which nzZ, ran T” = {O}. Hence suppose (1, a,, a2, . ..) is a vector 
in I” and M= [( 1, a,, a,, . . . )I., the closed subspace of codimension one in 
I’ annihilated by { ai) ,“= ,,. The vectors {x, I,‘= , = ( - a,e, + e, + ,I ,“;- , form 
the natural basis for M which is equivalent to the standard basis (en}:=, 
for 1’. It follows that the operator T on I’ which is defined by 
T=S-(a,,a,, . ..)@I e, and which maps e, to x, for all n b 1 is one-to-one 
and onto M, and therefore will be a shift whenever nzL , ran T” = {O). 
Since S itself is certainly of this form we consider such operators as poten- 
tial generalized shifts and study their properties from this perspective. 
We begin by noting the following characterization of such operators 
which are, in fact, shift operators according to the criterion quoted above: 
LEMMA 1. Let F= (a,, a,, . ..) he a vector in I’. The operator 
T = S - F@ e, is a shift operator on I ’ if and only $ the sequence 
((1, a,, a2, . ..L (0, 1, a,, a,, . . . ), (0, 0, 1, a,, a,, . ..). . . . ) in 1” is total over I ‘. 
Proof: Let G= (1, a,, a*, . . . ). By definition of T it is clear that 
(T”)*(S’(G))=O for all n2 1 and all O<i<n- 1. Since [G]; =ran T, as 
we noted earlier, and since the vectors (S’(G) 1:: d are linearly independent 
in 1 T, it follows by induction that ran T” = [G, S(G). . . . . s” .- l(G)] I for all 
n>,l. That is xEn;=,ranT” if and only if (S”(G),x)=O for all nal, 
implying that nz,, ran T” = {0} if and only if {S”(G)}; =0 is total over I’. 
and the result follows since we noted earlier that T is one-to-one and onto 
the subspace [G] , of codimension I. 
While Lemma 1 gives a characterization of those operators T= S - 
(a,, a,, . ..)Oe. which are shifts on I’, it says very little about their 
structure and properties. Of more interest in this regard is the central ques- 
tion of whether such a shift operator (defined, as it is, without reference to 
a basis) actually shifts some basis for I’, a property which has been taken 
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as a natural delinition of a generalized shift [4] since the canonical shift 
operator S itself is characterized by the fact that it shifts the standard basis 
(en}:=i. In particular, since {S”e,),“_, is the basis {e,,}z= ,, it is natural 
to ask when shift operators of the form T= S- F@e, likewise have the 
property that { Tne, }r= ,, is a basis for I’, when this basis is equivalent to 
the standard basis { e,,}z= , , when { T”x},“=, is a basis for some vector x 
in I’ (an analogue of the problem solved in the case where T= S in [6]), 
and other questions of a similar nature. In formulating answers to these 
questions, as in the particular case when T= S [68], a large role is played 
by functions in the socalled Wiener disc algebra W(D), the set of all 
analytic functions h(z) = CFZ, c,,z” for which llhll w(o, = C:LO Ic,,I < +co. 
We first consider the problem of determining the basis behavior of a 
sequence of the form { T”e, }z=, shifted by the operator T= S- 
(a,, a2, . . . ) @ e, on I ‘. As is characteristic of such problems (e.g., [ 1,9]), 
the answer involves a condideration of power boundedness of operators. 
THEOREM 1. Let {ai},<, be in I” and T=S-(a,, a,, . ..)@e. a corre- 
sponding operator on I’. Then { T”e, } ,“= 0 is a bounded basis for I ’ if and 
only if sup, (IT”(( < +3c. 
Proof: Let x,= T”e, for all n 20. Note that if we let h(z)= 
1 +a,z+a,z’+ ... in W(D) and h-‘(z)=1+bIz+b2z2+ . . . . then by 
definition of T we have x, = Tne, = (b,, b, _ , , . . . . b, , 1, 0, 0, . ..) for all n 2 0. 
In particular the sequence {T”e,}~ZO= (x~}~=~ is complete in I’. It is 
also obvious that if we set f0 = (1, a,, a2, . ..) and fn = S"(fo) for all n > 1, 
then the sequence { 1;, ) ,“= 0 in I” is biorthogonal to {x”)z=, and the set 
Ix,, f,,};EO is a biorthogonal system in I’. By a well-known result [ 10, 
p. 253 it follows that { T”e, }z=,, will be a basis for I’ if and only if the 
associated partial sum operators P, = I:= 0 fi 0 xi are uniformly bounded 
on I’. 
Now the operator T is power bounded on I’ if and only if 
sup,, 1) T”)I < +co, that is, if and only if sup,, sup, (1 Tnek(I < +a~. As we 
noted above {Tne,)~ZO= ((b,, b “-,, . . . . b,, 1,0, . ..)}z=., where 1 +b,z+ 
b,z2 + . .. =/r-‘(z) for h(z)= 1 +a,z+a,z’+ ..., and we similarly check 
that { Tnez 1 Ts o= ((0, l,O,O, . ..). ( c2,0, l,O, 0, . ..). (c3, Cz,O, l,O, . ..). . ..}. 
where 1 + c2z2 + c3z3 + . . . =(l+a,z)h-‘(z).Ingeneral,foranyk>l, we 
see that { T”ek},“=, is the sequence 
{ (0, 0, . . . . 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, . ..) 
(pkr O, O, ...* 0, l,O,O ,...) 
(Pk+ It pkr O, O, . . . . O, l, O, O, O, -) 
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where 1 +pkzk + pk+,zk+’ + ... = (1 + ~1,: + ... + a,_ ,zk-‘) h ‘(z). 
from which it follows that T is power bounded if and only if 
supl,,,l((l+a,=+ “. +&,zk ‘)h-‘(-?)ll&+J,,>,< +*. 
In particular, if T is power bounded then h ..‘(z) is in W(D) so the 
sequence (x”},“=,, is bounded in I’. As we remarked earlier, to show it is 
a basis for I’ we need only show that the sequence (P, )zEO of partial sum 
Operators is bounded, or, what is the same, sup,, sup, jIP,(ek)I\ = 
sup, sup, Il~~=o (f,, ek} xii! < + 30. By definition of {.Y,,} z-o and { .fn )t=,, 
this is equivalent to showing that 
sup max{ lbk , xOb 
k>l 
!lu,-,.~,+u,-,x,+ “. +u,.r, 2+.~,..,1!)< +x, 
since {f;,e,)=O for i>,k. For any O<idk- 1, 
bak. ,xO+ak-2x,+ “’ +a,. ,,+,)x,lI 
= lbk ,(I, 0, 0, 0, -) 
+a&2(6,, 1, o,o, . ..) 
+a,, -,,+,,@,,h, ,,~h,, 1,&o ,... )I] 
= lak. , + uk 2 I + “. +uk ,!+llh,l h 
+[a,-,+a, ,h,+ ‘.’ +u, I,,.,, h,. ,I 
+ l”k r+%,,+,,b,I 
+ bk (i-1 ,,I. 
But for any m, since h(z) .h-l(z)= 1, we have 
%+% ,b,+ ..’ +%.,b,= -(urn-,,.I#,, ,+ ..’ +u,h, -,+h,), 
so the above becomes 
+l-f”k- (r+2,hl+ ‘.’ +“,hk ,r+2,+hk .,,+,,)I. 
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However, this is certainly 
< /I(1 +a,z+ ... +uk-(,+Z,Zk-(i+2))h -‘(z)ll W(D) 
<sup l/(1 +a,z+ ... +u~-,Zk-‘)h-‘(Z)((W(D)< +co 
kal 
by what we showed earlier, since T is assumed to be power bounded. That 
is, if T is power bounded then sup, /)I’,(( < +cc and { T”e, I,“= o is a 
bounded basis for I ‘. 
On the other hand, suppose { T”e, }c’= 0 is a bounded basis for I’. 
Then, as we noted above, h- ‘(z) is in W(D) and the partial sum 
operators {Pm},“= 0 are uniformly bounded on I ‘, say by M. Then 
sup, sup, )1x::‘= 0 (Ji, ek) xi]) < M, so for any k 2 1, as above, 
lluk-~xO+ “’ +a,xk -2+xk-,I/} 
2 M, 
or 
max(h- ,(I, 0, 0, 0, -.)h 
11% ,(I, 0, 0, -1 
+ uk- 2(b,, 1, 0, 0, .-)I/, 
. . . . . . . . . 
I& ,(I, 0, 0, -1 
+uk-2(&, l,o,o,-) 
. . . 
+a,(& 2,bk. ~,...,h,,l,o,o,o,...) 
+(bk-,,hk- 2,..., 
But this just says 
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(I& -,+a/(-zb,+ ... +b, .,I 
+lq- 2+at -,b,+ ... +h, 21 
. . . . . . . . . 
+la,+b,+l)}<M, 
from which it follows (since ( 1 + a, z + , . . )( 1 -t h, z + . . . ) = 1) that if k 2 2 
then 
max(la, zh,+a,-,h,+ ... +h,. ,I, 
(b_3b*+ ‘.. +b,-. ,I 
+bk.,b,+ ... +h A)> 
(IUk ‘A+ ... t-b, ,I 
+(a,, dbz+ ... +bk-?I 
+ la,-,b, + ... +b, ,I), 
(blbk-,+~k II 
+ la,h..,+b, -21 
+ b,b, +U), 
(Ibk ,I + lb, -4 + lb,I), 
lj<M. 
In particular, since k is arbitrary, 1 + )h,( + lb,1 + ... GM+ 1, so 
Ilh- ‘(z)ll ,,,,<M+l. This also says that l+(u,b,+b,l+la,b,+b,l+ 
... <.M+ 1, so I\(1 +a,z) h -l(z)11 W,Dj < M + 1, and in general we see that 
for all k>l, Il(l+u,z+ ... +uk-,zk ‘)h-‘(z)llwcD,<M+l, hence that 
T is power bounded according to our earlier observation, and the theorem 
is proved. 
A consequence of the proof of Theorem I which deserves specific men- 
tion in connection with our general theme that shift properties of operators 
of the form T= S- FQP~ on I’ are determined by function theoretic 
properties is the following: 
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COROLLARY 1. /f T=S-(a,,a, ,... )@e, for (ai):=, in I’, then 
{TX kL is a bounded basis for I ’ if and only if the funcrion 
(2 +a,z+a,z2+ ...)- ’ is in W(D) and sup,()(l+a, z+u2z’+ ... +a,,z’)/ 
(1 +a,z+a,z’+ . ..)llwcn.< +x. 
While Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 provide an answer to the question of 
when { T”e,},“,, is some bounded basis for I’, a natural problem which 
now suggests itself is that of determining the equivalence types of these 
bases in terms of the behavior of the function k(z) =~~ZOa,zn. In 
particular, and of particular interest, is the problem of determining when 
the shifted sequence ( T”e, ),“=0 is a basis equivalent to the standard basis 
(e,}~=, for I’. 
THEOREM 2. Let (a,},“,, be in I” and T=S-(a,, a,, . ..)@e.. Then the 
following are equkalent: 
(i) {T”pl}~Zo is a basisfor 1’ which is equiualent to (en}:=,. 
(ii) The function h(z)= 1 +a,z+a,z’+ ... is in W(D) and h(z)#O 
for all JzJ < 1. 
(iii) If x is in I’ and { T”x},“, ,, is a complete sequence in I’, then it 
is a basis equivalenr to (en}:=, . 
(iv) T shafts some basis {x, } :E 0 for I ’ which is equivalent to (e, ) ,“5 , . 
(v) There is an isomorphism U on 1’ for which T = I/- ‘SU (i.e., S 
and T are similar). 
Proof (iv)o (v). Suppose T shifts the basis {x,,}~~,, where (x,,}~~~ 
is equivalent to {e, I,“= , . Then the operator ZJ on I ’ defined by Ux, = e, + , 
for all n 2 0 is an isomorphism for which U ‘e,, + 1 = x,, n > 0. Clearly, 
then, (U-‘SU)x,=(U-‘S)e,+,=U..‘e,+,=x,+,=Tx, for all n>O, so 
T= U -‘SU. 
Conversely, if T= U- ‘SU for some isomorphism U on I ’ then 
{ U-‘en},“=, is a basis (x~}~=~ for 1’ which is equivalent to (e,,},“S, and 
for which Tx,=(U-‘SU)x,=(U-‘SU)(U-‘e,+,)=U-’e,+,=x,+, for 
all n 2 0. That is, T shifts the basis (x,,};= ,,, where { xn);: 0 is equivalent 
to {en):= ,. 
(v) =z. (iii). Suppose T= U- ‘SU for some isomorphism U on 1’ and 
let x be a vector in I’ for which { T”x I;=, is complete. Then for any n > 0 
we have T” = U-‘S”U, so { T”},“,O= { U-‘(S”Ux)},“=,, implying 
{s”wxxo is also complete in I ’ and hence is a basis equivalent to 
{en}:=, [6]. But then, of course, {T”x},“=,= {U ‘(S”U)}:=,, is also a 
basis equivalent to {e, ) ,“= , . 
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(iii) = (i). Suppose (iii) holds. As we remarked earlier, { T”e, } i-7 (, is 
the sequence {A-,,} := 0 = 
{(1,0,0,0,0,...) 
(b,, l,O, o,o, 0, . ..) 
(b2,b,, l,O,O,...) 
where I +b,z+h,z2... =(l +a,z+u2z”+ . ..) ‘, and this sequence is 
clearly complete. By assumption, then { T”e, } ,r-= 0 is a basis { xn } ,‘; o for I ’ 
equivalent to the basis {e,,}:= ,. 
(i)* (ii). Suppose { T”e,},“=, is a basis {xn}zCO for 1’ which is 
equivalent to (e, f ;;‘;, . As we noted in the proof of Theorem 1 the corre- 
sponding sequence of coefficient functionals { ,f,,}z=, in I ’ is given by 
fo=(1,a,,a,,... ) and f,, = 9”” for n > 1. Since (x,,) :=(, is equivalent to 
{e,,)tFz, in I’, Lf,),‘=, is a basic sequence in I X which is equivalent to the 
standard basis {e,,}c= , for cc,. Thus sUplr,l = I SUP, IIEy=, Ci.f;II x < +x* 
implying s~p~~,~ =, sup, IC?,, &,<S,, e,, + , >I < +=; i.e., sup,,.,, =, sup, IWL + 
E, a,. , + . . . + &,e,l < + zc, by definition of { .f,, 1,:: 0. It follows that 
{Qil,“= L is in I’, hence that h(z)=1 +arz+a,i’+ ... is in W(D). 
Moreover, since {Per }z-=, is bounded in I’ (being equivalent to the 
bounded basis {e,} ,“= ,) we must also have {h,) ,‘L , in I’ since 
T”e, = (h,, b, ,, . . . . h,, 1, 0, 0, . ..) for all n. Thus both h(z) = C,:; ,) a,,:” 
and h-‘(z)=~,~=,,h,,z” are in W(D), so h(z)#O for all 121 < 1. 
(ii) = (iv). Suppose h(z)= 1 +u,z+u2zL+ ..-is in W(D) and 
h(z)#O for all Iz) f 1. By the Wiener -Levy theorem [S, p. 971, 
h l(z)= 1 +h,z+b,z’ + . . is also in W(D), implying that the operator 
V=I+u,S+uzS’+ ... on cc, is invertible (in fact, V ‘=I+h,S+ 
h,S’+ . ..).sothesequence {S”(l,a,,u,,...)),‘=,,,whichisjust {Ve,j:=,, 
is a basis for co which is equivalent to the basis (e,,) z= , in co. As we 
observed previously in the proof, the sequence of coefhcient functionals for 
this basis (which we denoted {f,,},:,O above) is the sequence 
IX,, ) ,“= o = { Ye, } ,“= 0 in I’. But then { T”e, } ,‘; o is a basis for I ’ equivalent 
to the basis {e,) ,:=, for 1’ since {e,}z= , is a shrinking basis [ 10, p. 2721 
for co. Since T obviously shifts this basis we are done. 
Now two natural and important problems arise from a consideration of 
Theorem 2. The first is that of determining exactly which vectors x have the 
property that { T”x I,“= ,, is a bounded basis for I ‘, assuming T = S - FQ P, 
is such that ( Ye, },TsO is a bounded basis for 1’ (the special case T = S 
having been solved in [63). The second is whether a result analogous to 
Theorem 2 holds when one assumes only that ( T”e, ) z=: ,) is some arbitrary 
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bounded basis for I’. More precisely, assuming { T”e, },“= 0 is some 
bounded basis for I’ and that T also shifts some other bounded basis 
{x”l:=o9 must {x,,}:= ,, be equivalent to { T”e, } ,“= “; i.e., is the basis 
{ T”e, I,“= 0 shifted by T essentially unique? 
While the first of these problems is relatively easy to solve, the second 
appears to be rather difficult. We prove here a result (Theorem 5) which 
sheds some light on the general problem while also providing an answer to 
the first problem as a special case. We begin by proving two additional 
results concerning the generalized shift operators forming the subject of this 
paper. According to Theorem 1, if an operator T= S- F@e, on I’ is 
power bounded than { T”e, }zEO is a bounded basis for I’, a generalization 
of the behavior of the shift S. We now show that such an operator also has 
the same spectrum as S. 
THEOREM 3. Let { a,},2 , be in I” and suppose the operator 
T = S - (a,, a,, . ..) @ e, is power bounded on I ‘. Then a( T) is the closed disc 
D = {zl 12) < 1 }. 
Proof: Let F= (a,, u2, ..,), so T= S- F@e,. It is well known that 
a(S) = D (e.g., [6]). Therefore if )%I < 1 and II - T were invertible on I’, 
then since %l-- S = (%I - T) - F@ e, where FQ e, is compact and %I - S is 
one-to-one, by the Fredholm Alternative %I- S would also be invertible, a 
contradiction. Hence if I%.[ < 1 then i E cr( T). 
On the other hand, if Ii.1 > 1 then II-S is invertible on I’ and 
%I- T= (%I- S) + F@e,, so again %I- T will be invertible if and only if 
it is one-to-one. Suppose this is not the case, so (%I- T)(x) = 0 for some 
x=(co,c,,c* ,... )#0 in I’. Then Tx=Ix= {ir,},~,, or (0, co, c,,c,...)- 
(F, x)( 1, 0, O,O, . ...) = (AcO, ic,, %c,, . ..). implying (F, x) = (-%c,) and 
C,=%C,+, for all n > 0. That is, (a, co + u2 cl + . . . = -I-co and c, = ( l/%“) co 
for all n 2 1, so we have lc, + a, co + a2(co/j.) + u~(c~/%~) + . . . = 0. Since 
x # 0. co # 0, and it follows that 1 + a, . (l/%) + a,. (l/n’) + . . . = 0 (where 
we recall that Ii.1 > 1); in particular (1, I/j., 1/%2, . ..) is an annihilator for the 
set {S”(1,al,a2, . ..)}.=,. But T is assumed to be power bounded, so by 
Theorem 1, { T”e, } ,“= o is a basis for I ‘, implying T is a shift operator, and 
therefore (Lemma 1) the set {S”( 1, a,, a,, . ..)I.“=, in I” is total over I’, a 
contradiction to the fact that the vector (1, l/i., 1/%2, . ..) in I’ is an 
annihilator for the set. Thus if I%[ > 1 then %Z- T must be one-to-one, 
hence invertible, so % # a( T). That is, a(T) = (zl (zl < 1 }, and the proof is 
complete. 
We will also need the following spectral mapping theorem which 
generalizes a result proved in [6] for the shift S. 
THEOREM 4. Ler {ai},‘, beinI”andsuppose T=S-(a,,a,,...)@e, is 
power bounded on I ‘. If { qi} ,E , is in I’ andQ=I+qlT+q2T2+ ..., then 
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Q is invertible on 1’ if and only if the function q(z) = I + q,z + q2z2 + ... in 
W(D) has no nonzero in the disc D= (zI JzI < 1). 
Proof. Suppose q(z)= 1 +q,z+qZz2+ ... is in W(D) and q(z)#O for 
(z( < 1. By the Wiener-Levy theorem [S, p.97],q-l(z)= l+r,~+r~~~+ ... 
is also in W(D). Since T is power bounded the series I + r, T+ r2 T2 + .. 
clearly converges to an operator V on I ’ for which VQ = Q V = I, implying 
Q is invertible on I’. 
Conversely, suppose Q is invertible on f ‘. Then there is an c > 0 so that 
if W is any bounded linear operator on 1’ for which IIQ - WI1 < E then W 
is also invertible [3, p. 5841. Therefore if n is large enough so that 
IIX n + 1 qiT’ll < ~/2, and if b is a number for which Ihl <t/2I(T”+‘II, then 
the operator I + qI T + q2 T2 + . . . + q, T” + hT” ’ ’ will be invertible. By 
the Spectral Mapping Theorem [3, p. 5691 and Theorem 3 it then follows 
that q, z + q2z” + . . + q,,? + bz” + ’ # -1 for all (;I ,< I, hence that the 
polynomial 1 +q,z+ ... +q,z”+bz”+‘#O for I=( G 1. But clearly, if the 
function q(z) has a zero, say zO, in D then we can choose an arbitrarily 
large n and a corresponding number h so that the conditions specified on 
n and h above are satisfied while at the same time 1 + q,z,, + . + 
9 “Z;; + hz;;’ ’ = 0, thereby contradicting what was just shown. Hence if Q is 
invertible on I’ then q(z)#O for all IzI < 1, and the theorem is proved. 
Using these results we now complete the circle of ideas originiated in[6] 
linking function theory to basis vectors of shifts: 
THEOREM 5. Let (a,}~=, he in I + and T=S-(a,,ul, . ..)@e. a shift 
operator on I ’ for which { T”e, ) ,“= 0 is some hounded basis { .Y,# , .K,* ] := 0 for 
I’. Then u vector .r in I’ has the property that { T”x},“,~ is a basis equivalent 
10 {.v,,},:~~ ifand only ij’g(~)=~~=~ (x,*,x) 2” ix in W(D) and g(z)#O 
for all (:I < 1. 
Proof: As we have noted earlier, x, = T”e, = (h,, h, , , . . . . h, , 1, O,O, 0, . ..) 
for all n>O, where I +bl~+b2z2+ . . . =(I +a,z+a,z’+ . ..) ‘, and 
that .u,* = .S”( 1, a,, a,, . ..) for all n >, 0. 
Suppose x is a vector in I ’ for which { T”x} ,“= 0 is a basis equivalent to 
the basis {x,, x:};~~, and let Q be the isomorphism on I’ for which 
Qx,=T”x for all n>,O. Since T=S-F@e, for F=(a,,a*,...), if 
x= (c,, c,, . ..) then 
x= (co, c,. (‘2, . ..) 
TX= (- (F, x), c”, c,, c2, . ..) 
T2x=(-(F, TX), -(F,x),c,,c ,,...) 
T”x=(-(F, T” -lx) ,..., - (F,.uj,c,,,c ,,... ), 
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and by definition of x, = (6,, b,- 1, . . . . b,, 1, 0, 0, . ..) we also have 
e,x=x, 
e2=alxo+x, 
e,=u,-,x,+a n 2x1+ ... +x, , (n> 1). 
Sin= sup, II Qen + , II <cc it follows that sup,IIQ(anx,+a, ,x, + ... +x,)/l 
< +co or, since Qx,, = T”x, sup, Ilu,,x + a,. , TX + . . . + T”xll < +co. 
In particular, ~~p,,~,~,)(u,,x+u,~,Tx+ . . . +T”x,e,+,)l=M< +cc. 
Using the desctiption of { T”x}~=, displayed above we see this implies 
x,“-O (U,c,+i+U,-,c,+,+, ... +UlCj+, +C,I <M for all n20. In par- 
ticular, then, ~~~oI~j+~,+,u,+ ... +c,+,u,)<M for all n20 and for 
all k 2 0, from which it follows that C:_, IC,20 cj+ , ai1 <M for all 
k 2 0. But if x= (c,,, c,, c2, . ..) then x also has the representation 
-y=c:zo (x,*,x> -x,9 where {xz, x) = (S”(1, u,, a,, . ..). (c,, c,, c2, . ..)) = 
~,+~,+,u,+c,+,u,+ ... =C,~,,C,,+~U~. That is, by what we just 
showed, C,ksol (x,*, x)1<Mfora11k20,imp1ying{(x,*,,~)},”=,isin11. 
Since { T”e, }F=, is assumed to be a bounded basis for I’ we known 
by Theorem 1 that sup,, ((T”II < +cc so it follows that the series 
x0 1xn*, x) T” converges to a bounded linear operator W on I’ for 
which W( x,) = 
f (x,*,x) T”(x,)= f (xx, x) x,+, 
=f< x,*9 x> TV,) = T” n=O f, (x,*, x) xm) 
= T”x = Q(x,) 
for every M 2 0. That is, Q = W so the invertible operator Q on I’ has the 
representation Q=xc=, (x,*,x) T”, where { (x~,x)}~~~ is in I’. By 
Theorem 4 it follows that the function q(z) =x7Eo (x,*, x) z”.is in W(D) 
and g(z) #O for all Jz( < 1. 
Conversely, suppose the function g(z) = xz= o (x,*, x) z” is in W(D) and 
g(z)#O for all IzI G 1. Then the series x:,“r, (xf, x) T” converges to 
an operator Q which, by Theorem 4 and the fact that (xd, x) #O, is 
invertible on I I. Since it was shown above that this operator Q has the 
property that Qxn = T”x for all n 2 0 it follows that { T”x},“=, is a basis for 
I’ equivalent to the basis {xn}pZo, and we are done. 
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Putting Theorems 2 and 5 together we get a generalization of the 
principal result of [6]. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose T=S-(a,,a,,...)@e, and {T”e,}z,,, is u 
basis for I’ equivalent to { e,,}z= , . Then { T”x}~=, is a basis for I’ lf and 
only if the function g(z) = ~~~, (S”( 1, a,, u2, . ..). x) Z” is in W(D) and 
g(z) #O for (2) < 1. 
3. REMARKS 
One can derive from the results given above many additional ones which 
we have not included here. A major problem which remains is one alluded 
to earlier in the paper: 
PROBLEM. Suppose T= S - F@ e, is a power bounded shift on I ’ and 
that T shifts a basis {x, ] z O for I’. Must {x, ] ,“.. O be equivalent lo the basis 
1 T”el j?=,? 
By Corollary 2 above this is the case if T is an operator for which 
{ Tnel },“= 0 is equivalent to {e,,}:= , in I’, but a consideration of the 
genera1 case appears to be a difficult problem. We conjecture a negative 
answer. 
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